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The Yi Script

Dingxu Shi

Several Siniform scripts, which resemble Chinese characters in overall shape, are

found in southwest China. Some of these were created with components taken direct-

ly from Chinese characters, such as the Geba and Malimasa scripts used for Naxi (or

Nakhi, a Tibeto-Burman language) and the script used for Lisu (also Tibeto-Burman).

Other Siniform scripts, such as that of Yi (or Lolo, also a Tibeto-Burman language),

were invented more independently.

Classic Yi

The Yi characters, also known as Cuan [tswen] script or Wei writing, have an attested

history of five hundred years and an estimated history of up to five thousand years.

The term "classic" Yi script is applied to the characters used before the 1970s, when
an official campaign of modernization started. The total number of different charac-

ters in existing classic Yi records is estimated at eight to ten thousand.

Classic Yi characters are syllabic logographs; that is, each character represents a

syllable which is also a morpheme. They are written in a vertical pattern in which
each page starts at the left-hand side, and each line goes from top to bottom.

Yi characters apparently evolved from hieroglyphs, like the Chinese characters.

In classic Yi writing, a number of pictographs have kept, at least in part, their original

shape, e.g. & so33 'snake', -©< na33 'eye', and 4& so34 'fir'. (Tones are transcribed

here in terms of numbered levels, with 5 the highest.) Some other classic Yi characters

represent abstract concepts with self-explanatory symbols; thus 1? mi21 'sky' has the

shape of an overhead dome supported by a pillar.

Internal borrowing among homophonous words is another way to convey ab-

stract meanings in classic Yi writing. The character -Jf Vy21 'ground' is also em-
ployed to mean 'speak'; and& represents 'gold', 'yellow', and 'hereditary (son)', in

addition to its original meaning of 'snake'.

There are five basic strokes in Yi writing: the dot, the horizontal line, the vertical

line, the arch, and the circle. Each basic stroke has a number of variations. The hori-

zontal line, for example, can be wavy or hooked. Strokes are combined to form sim-

ple units called radicals, which are usually also characters, like ffl> p'a33 'half;

however, these elements do not have constant semantic value to the extent that they

do in Chinese. Complex characters are formed by adding strokes to a radical, as in 4?
?u33 'ridge/head'. The added stroke occasionally carries semantic information; thus
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table 19. 1 : The Modern Yi Syllabary (Ding et al 1991: 446)
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table 19. i (Continued)
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Samples of Yi

Prayer to the god of agriculture in classic Yi script

J.
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